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Transcribed by Hugo L. Ribeiro
Chorus 1 (1'29")

1. E-ven Sibe-ri-a goes through the mo-tions. Hold out and hold up; Hold down the win- dow.

2. E-ven Sibe-ri-a, goes through the mo-tion. Hold out and hold up. Out- ward

3. E-ven Sibe-ri-a, goes through the mo-tion. Hold out and hold up. Out- ward

Interludio 1 (1'46")

1. o-ver my head.

2. o-ver my head

3. o-ver my head

Pre Verso 2 (2'01")

1. How does she sing? Who holds the ring, and ring? And you will

2. How does she sing? Who holds the ring, and ring?

3. How does she sing? Who holds the ring, and ring?

Post Chorus 1

1. find me com-ing.

2. Cold reigning king, Hold all the se-crets from you As

3. Cold reigning king, Hold all the se-crets from you
they produce the movement. Even Siberia goes through the motions.

Hold out and hold up; Hold down the window. Hold out the morning that

Hold out and hold up; Outward, river Blue tail,

Outward, river Blue tail,

comes into view. River running right on over the Outward, River. Blue tail,

tail fly River running right on over the Outward, River. Blue tail,

tail fly River running right on over the Outward, River. Blue tail,

tail fly River running right on over the Outward, River. Blue tail,


tail fly. Luther, in time. Du, du, du, da, da, da,

tail fly. Luther, in time. Du, du, du, da, da, da,

tail fly. Luther, in time. Du, du, du, da, da, da,

Re-Intro (4'05")

Hold down the window; Hold out the morning that
Break (7'01'')

Repetição